
AC Pro 14/17 SEER2 Air Conditioner & Heat Pump

ENJOY IMMEDIATE INDOOR 
COMFORT YOU CAN DEPEND ON 
FOR YEARS
When you need cooling relief right away, your quick 
decision can be a confident one, thanks to AC Pro. Built 
with quality materials for long-lasting reliability and are 
efficient performance, AC Pro air conditioners and heat 
pumps is the choice you don’t even have to think about.

THE FULL-FEATURED AC PRO 
14-17 SEER2 UNIT IS THE RIGHT 
CHOICE, RIGHT NOW
Delivers significant energy savings with up to 17 SEER2 
when paired with a matching variable-speed or constant-
torque furnace or air handler.

10-year limited warranty on the compressor and parts 
means lasting peace of mind.

Entire unit is 100% factory run-tested to help deliver the 
highest possible level of reliability.

Permanently lubricated condenser fan motor needs no 
annual maintenance.

Heavy-duty, single-stage scroll compressor is built tough, 
for years of reliable, trouble-free performance.

ENERGY STAR® certification means efficient operation 
all year.

** U.S. Average five-year Electric Cumulative Energy Savings for High-Efficiency 
14 SEER Air Conditioners vs. 10 SEER. Energy Efficiency and renewable 
Energy Network, U.S. Department of Energy. The U.S. national average is 
used for electricity consumption. Actual cost savings may vary depending 
on personal lifestyle, system settings, equipment maintenance, local climate, 
actual construction, installation of equipment and duct system, hours of 
operation and local utility rates. This information is intended as an example of 
comparison purpose only. New for 2023: SEER2 and HSPF2 are new ratings 
that reflect changes to national testing standards. Think of it like a highway vs 
city gas mileage. SEER2 and HSPF2 more closely reflect energy efficiency in 
real life applications, which is why the rating is slightly lower.

Greater efficiency means more money in your pocket.
The Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER2) is the standard 
measure of an air conditioner’s operating efficiency. A higher 
SEER2 indicates better performance and energy savings. 
Rated up to 17 SEER2, the AC Pro 14-17 air conditioner and 
heat pump uses less energy than older units, so you’ll spend 
less on utility bills.

Over the years, a hardworking AC Pro air conditioner 
can save you hundreds of dollars on utility bills
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